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               When a young professional couple finally left 
New York City to settle in a Hudson River town,  
 they made their house into a home by enlisting   
    designers with a global eye  
    and a stylish source list
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With busy careers, a little child and a baby on the way, the two also had 
some furniture and lighting that they wanted to build their new home 
around – valuable finds they had scored at sales and in favorite shops. 
      That’s when a colleague told them about Vivian Hung and Joseph 
Giamarese, owners of Global Home. They left their careers (working with 
Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia and at Vogue Magazine, respectively) 
to open a business that sells imported furniture, lighting and home decor 
from around the world, both in person and online. Over the years, their 
client roster has included high-profile executives and celebrities in the 
Catskills, the New York City metropolitan area and beyond.  

 “We started out on Main Street in our small resort town in upstate New 
York, selling a style that is internationally inspired, yet fresh,” recalls Hung 
and Giamarese. “We like to call it Modern Exotic.” By early 2015, they will 
be ready to unveil their new location in the Flatiron District of Manhattan. 
The store will carry merchandise varying from accessories to furniture. 
STARTER PIECES  
Among other things, the homeowners brought a couch, a coffee table and 
a carpet for the living room, as well a table, chairs and a large round mirror 
for the dining room. 
      “Over July Fourth week, all the home design stores have huge sales,” 

           he homeowners knew they were ready to move when they found this sprawling house 
with stunning picture views of the Hudson; it was like seeing framed art of sailboats at sunset and 
fireworks on New Year’s Eve, except it was real. And it was theirs.

T

The sunroom 
is a sanctuary 

to stop and 
relax.
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notes the homeowner. “We went to the ABC Carpet & Home outlet in the 
Bronx and got those dining room chairs for a steal. We saved ourselves a 
huge chunk of change on those and other pieces. So that’s my advice to all 
of my friends: shop during that week.” 
      As for the designers, they didn’t mind a bit that they had to work 
around some purchases. “It’s rare to have a client who doesn’t come with 
furniture,” says the design duo. “We’re used to incorporating 
existing pieces into our designs. Fortunately, these clients had 
furniture we liked, so it wasn’t too hard to fit it into the aesthetic 
we were aiming for.” 
SUNROOM HIDEAWAY 
“Viv and Joe were so easy to work with,” adds the owner. “They don’t foist 
their ideas on you. They’re really thoughtful. We wanted an open, airy 
space, but more ethnic and contemporary, with an international flavor.” 
      The sunroom was the first thing that came to mind for open and airy.  
“I come in here and I need it,” notes the homeowner. “I love it.” The 
pendant lighting – a Moravian star that she found at Horseman Antiques 
on Atlantic Avenue in Brooklyn – is a treasure she brought when she 
moved, along with keepsake books and family photos. “This room was 
built around that light. It’s a special, yummy little place to be,” she adds.  
      “The sunroom felt like a large closet with windows, but it gets the best 
natural light in the house,” explains Hung. “We talked about making it a 

haven, a sanctuary to stop and relax, a pause in the interior space. Since 
the hanging lamp holds sentimental value for a time in our client’s life,  
we took it as a launching pad for the look and added soft lush pillows.” 
SOUGHT-AFTER DINNER INVITE 
The dining room is global and gorgeous. The designers had the chairs 
recovered by Benny’s Upholstery Shop in Liberty, NY, using a striking blue 

peacock fabric by Dwell Studio, and they hunted down an antique blue 
Asian sideboard that’s the perfect complement.   
       “We’re really happy with the chairs,” notes the design team. “We 
showed the homeowners a lot of fabric swatches. In the end, a large 
pattern looks better than a multicolored, small one, which would be too 
busy. Benny does amazing work. We knew he would understand how best 
to lay out the pattern on the chairs so that the peacocks would be able to 
shine in full glory.”   
      The result is a room people are drawn to. “Our friends love to come 
over for dinner,” remarks the homeowner. “They really do.” 
      All through the house, it’s just what the couple wanted. “It’s a dream 
come true,” continues the owner. “We still pinch ourselves when we 
realize we actually live here.”          

The designers scouted the vintage Danish cabinet for the TV area.

Treehouse View. John Robshaw Patterns. Going Global.
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SPECIAL DELIVERIES   
John Robshaw bedding and 
accessories make the bedroom. 
“I’m a big fan of John Robshaw,” 
states the owner. “I think I told 
Viv and Joe that the first time we 
talked.” Those modern patterns 
are front and center, but the 
rest of the room is spacious 
and spare. “It’s like living in a 
treehouse,” she says.

The writing desk in the master 
bedroom is the perfect spot to 
sit and write a note in peace.  
“We can see the river from 
this room, too,” says the 
homeowner. “We never tire of 
our rooms with a view.”
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